THE FIRST EUROPEAN ONLINE EMPLOYER SKILLS SURVEY IN THE SPORT AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY SECTOR IS NOW OPEN

HAVE YOUR SAY!

ESSA-SPORT PROJECT

The European Sector Skills Alliance for Sport and Physical Activity (ESSA-Sport) will deliver the first EU wide Employment and Skills map of the sport and physical activity sector across the 28 Member States – a sector of huge economic and social significance where new businesses and jobs are being created and new skills are needed to match the expectation from the labour market.

ESSA-Sport is a new transnational initiative, funded by the European Commission under Erasmus+ and coordinated by the European Observatoire of Sport and Employment with a supporting partnership of 18 national partners and 5 European networks.

The Sport and Physical Activity sector is growing and changing, with increasing expectations to improve health, develop people and communities and provide employment, yet we know very little about the size and structure of employment and the skills needed to work in the sector.

ESSA-Sport aims to address this gap and provide the first comprehensive employment and skills map of the sector to help the strategic development of the sector.

THE EUROPEAN ONLINE EMPLOYERS SKILLS SURVEY

The survey is a central part of the project and the results will be used to inform:

- The production of 28 national reports and action plans on skills and employment in sport - one for each EU member state;
- The development of the first EU-wide analysis of employment and skills across the whole sector;
- The organisation of the first EU Skills Summit for the sport sector in 2019 to present and debate the findings of the survey and future priority actions.

The aim of the survey is to gather employer views on the realities and challenges facing the sport sector which is growing, changing and becoming increasingly important to the social and economic future of Europe, and to make recommendations for future action.

By completing the questionnaire, you will make an invaluable contribution to the future of skills and workforce development in the sport and physical activity sector in Europe.
This important survey will gather information from employers on the labour market, their organisational skill needs, gaps and shortages, their opinion about future tendencies, their difficulties in the recruitment process, the realities around learning development etc.

The questionnaire has been translated into the national languages of the partners around Europe to reduce the language barrier and enhance the chance of a high number of responses.

The questionnaire should take no more than 25 minutes to complete and your responses will be treated anonymously and in confidence. Data will be processed in compliance with Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

Feel free to forward and cascade the following questionnaire to your own networks of members and partners to help shape the sport workforce for the future.
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A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY
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